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Project Description
When Mountain States Property Management initiated a project in the City 
Creek area of downtown Salt Lake City, Utah, they knew they wanted to bring 
high quality apartment living with secure parking to this vibrant urban area. 
They realized that the parking had to be attractive, bright and open. They also 
knew that on the tight downtown site they would have to put the parking at or 
below grade to make their vision a reality.

The building would be a block from Temple Square and a block from the Utah Jazz arena. There is a lot of foot traffic on the street, 
so it was desirable to have the apartments off the street with parking below, said architect Eric Tuttle. This would give the 
apartments better views, privacy and security.

Accordingly, the project pro forma called for a four-or five-story, stick-framed apartment building to be built on top of two levels of 
parking. Foundation, perimeter walls, and shear walls for the structure were to be poured-in-place. A major design challenge was 
to select a building system for the parking structure that would be strong enough to support the entire apartment building above 
while remaining column-free. 

US Development, familiar with projects completed by Forterra using high strength precast systems, asked Forterra for possible 
solutions. “Early in the process, when the architect was penciling out possible layouts, we were invited to attend a design concept 
meeting with the project owner,” says Jim McGuire, sales manager for Forterra.  “During the discussion it was determined that 
utilizing a modified double tee section, Forterra designers would be able to carry the prescribed loads over a long span, allowing 
the parking below to be column-free. In addition, the precast system would provide 3-hour fire rated construction without the 
need of sheeting or firespray protectant.”

The precast double tees covering each garage level have a clear span of 60 feet. Tees on the lower level are 10 ft. wide and 24 in. 
deep. The double tees on the upper garage level are modified to carry loads from the apartments above. These tees measure 
7 1/2 ft. wide and 36 in. deep. 
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“The narrower profile, achieved by cutting the wings off 10 ft. wide double tees, 
provides more load bearing capacity,” explained McGuire. “By cutting the tee 
down to a width of 7 1/2 ft., you reduce the load that it carries by 25% so it can 
handle a lot higher load. It now only carries 75% of what it would have to carry 
if it were 10 feet wide. This allows the tees to carry the loads from the 
apartments and still provide a column-free 60 ft. span.”

Double tees carefully spaced

The spacing of the double tees yielded an unanticipated advantage, added 
McGuire.  It was determined that the double tees on the upper and lower parking levels  could be coordinated in such a way as to 
allow open spaces in the support walls below and provide more light and more open views in the garage area. 

“With the 10 foot double tees,”  McGuire explained, “a pattern to the tee stems repeats every 10 feet or three times in 30 feet.  
With the 7 1/2 foot double tees on the upper level, the pattern repeats twice every 15 feet, or four times in 30 feet. By off-setting 
the tees on the upper level from those on the lower level slightly, the upper and lower level stems could be coordinated so that a 
gap of 3 ft. 4 in., where there were no stems that needed support on either level, would appear every 11 ft. 8 in. The result is a series 
of 11 ft. 8 in. wide concrete support walls that carry the tees on both levels, spaced with 3 ft. 4 in. gaps between them.” 

These light walls allow views thru to both sides of the garage on each level. The double tees were field-topped, with the lower deck 
having a 3 in. topping slab and the upper deck having a 5 in. topping slab. In a few areas, 6-ft.-by-3-ft., cast-in-place beams are 
provided for added support. The entire garage is painted with a white reflective paint for maximum brightness.

Headroom was especially tight where the ramp from the street slopes down into the lower garage level. Wing walls at the entry 
run into the footprint of the garage and Forterra Span Deck hollow-core, which is thinner than double tees, is used to span this 
entrance and provide the right clearance for cars.

Project Type: Parking deck topped with residential units
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah
Owner: Mountain States Property Management, 
 Logan, Utah   
Architect: Tuttle and Associates Architects, 
 Salt Lake City, Utah
Structural 
Engineer: 4D Engineers, American Fork, Utah
General 
Contractor: US Development, Layton, Utah  
Precaster: Forterra Structural & Specialty Products, 
 Mountain Region, Salt Lake City Facility 
Precast 
Products: Double-Tees and Light Walls
Completed: Spring 2011
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Forterra precast products utilized on the garage include:

•	 64	nominal	width	double	tees,	7’-6”	x	36”
•	 48	double	tees,	10’	x	24”
•	 2	precast	columns,	24”	x	24”
•	 2	inverted	tee	beams,	16’	x	48’-16”
•	 2	inverted	tee	beams,	16’	x	32’-16”
•	 53	12”	Span	Deck	pieces
•	 6	8”	Span	Deck	pieces
•	 15	11”	light	walls

To reduce the environmental footprint of the components and earn LEED points, 30% of the cement in the concrete mix is 
replaced by fly ash. Recycled material is also used for reinforcement.

Highly efficient plan layout

Actual layout of the garage structure, according to Tuttle, turned out to be a bit of a mix. Each parking level contains 37,295 ft2. 
The lowest level is four to five feet below grade. This level consists of 29,577 ft2 of garage, 5,218 ft2 of apartments, and 2,500 ft2 
of common area. It includes 91 parking stalls, a fitness room, restroom, theater and mechanical space. The next level, up three to 
four feet from grade, is similarly divided with 89 parking stalls (some have since been converted to bike storage), a common room, 
sales offices and lobby. 

At the back of each of these two garage levels there are two apartment units in a wing to the west and three more apartment 
units	in	a	wing	to	the	east.	The	“basement”	apartments	were	created	since	the	building’s	dimensions	provided	more	lower-level	
floor space than was needed for parking. The apartment and common area wings are covered with Span Deck hollow-core panels, 
rather than double tees.

Each garage level has its own separate entrance with no connection between the upper and lower decks. Each level has two 
parallel driveways flanked by 90 degree parking and separated by light walls. A turn section at the end connects the left and right 

They knew that on the tight downtown site they would have to put the 
parking at or below grade to make their vision a reality.
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bays. “On one side you drive directly from the street into the lowest garage 
level,” described Tuttle. “On another side you drive directly into the upper 
garage	level.	You	can’t	get	from	level	to	level	in	a	car.	That	saved	a	huge	amount	
of	space	that	would	have	been	required	for	ramps.	There	couldn’t	be	a	more	
efficient method of organizing parking.”

Precast cuts construction time

The construction schedule was also a very important factor in the use of 
precast and in the overall success of the project. “Using precast saved several 
months off the schedule,”  according to McGuire. 

“Forterra erected the entire two-level garage in 17 actual working days even though ground was broken in the winter and we had 
bad weather the whole time. The speed of construction for precast far surpassed any competing system available.”

Architect Tuttle agreed: ”With precast construction, they could begin manufacturing the double tees as soon as the owner gave 
the go-ahead. While they were digging the hole, forming the footings and pouring the foundation, the double tees were being 
manufactured off site. As soon as the foundation was done, they trucked in the double tees, installed them and were then 
immediately able to start on the next level. We were able to start framing the apartments within a couple of months. 

“We did another similar project almost simultaneously,” Tuttle continued. “This also had a two-story parking structure with a four-
story building on top, but was done with post- tensioned, cast-in-place concrete slabs. Here, after they dug the hole and did the 
footings and foundation, they then had to pour the slab, wait for it to cure and then tension it. It took about seven months before 
they could begin framing.

Comparing the two projects, using precast construction was four or five months faster. The cost of material would have been 
about the same, but with the difference in the cost of labor and the cost of time, we ended up saving a whole lot of money.”


